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Thispaper suggests that aspects of paranoid character are struc-

tured around fantasies of magical and concrete connectedness to

objects;thesefantasies serve to avoid the terrorsof objectincon-

stancy. The authors describe how these fantasies are expressed in

the psychoanalytic situation and explore their relation to common

paranoid phenomena. The paranoid person must maintain these

fantasies of connectedness at all cost or risk experiencing unbearable

indifference between self and object. Paradoxically, the sacrifice of

self and object boundaries inherent in these fantasies makes object

constancy even more difficult to achieve because of the secondary

defensive use of anger mobilized to protect the boundaries of the

self.

INHISBOOK,The Great War and Modern Memory, Fussell (1975)
tells us that British soldiers in the trenches of World War I

believed that farmers "living just behind the lines [of battle]
signaled the distant German artillary [about the position of
allied emplacements] by fantastically elaborate, shrewd and ac-
curate means." According to Fussell, "So much plowing was
always going on behind the lines that it suggested a host of
variations on signaling techniques," including "ploughing in
view of the Germans with white or black horses on different
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occasions." In this vignette, we can easily imagine the homesick
young soldier, terrified for his life and helpless to know of or
control his fate, who prefers the experience of betrayal to the
emotionally unbearable possibility that the simple farmer might
be indifferent to his plight.

Fussell also notes a more benign fantasy in which troops
on both sides of the lines enjoyed imagining that the entire
trench system might be interconnected, that one might walk
underground from the Belgian coast to the Swiss border, or
send a joke to be enjoyed uninterrupted along the same route.
The sense of being physically connected with others was com-
forting and fortifying.

In both examples, Fussell documents the ostensibly normal
soldier's attempts to establish a sense of connectedness in the
face of terrifying external danger. The connections involve ref-
erentiality with a sense of conviction in the first example, and
a magical, concrete experience of continuity and contiguity in
the second. In different but equally concrete ways, it is possible
to feel connected with others with our thoughts. We feel con-
nected if we imagine that another is thinking the same thoughts
as we are or if we know, or think we know, precisely what
another is thinking. At the simplest level, we feel connected if
another is at least thinking about us or, conversely, being
thought about by us.

Fussell's vignettes about trench life remind us that anyone
may become paranoid in the setting of severe disruptions to
security or to connectedness with others. We suggest that in the
face of terrifying intrapsychic danger, paranoid people consis-
tently seek similar concrete and magical experiences of connect-
edness to others; these are expressed in fantasies, held with
conviction, that self and object are the same, are thinking the
same thing, can know what each other are thinking or are think-
ing about and being thought about by each other.

Exposing the barriers to affective attachment and explor- '

ing the fantasies which seek these alternative connections are

crucial to understanding the paranoid state of mind. The para-
noid person is always at the mercy of connecting to the object
world through special kinds of thoughts that non paranoids re-
sort to in times of stress. Such special thoughts of connectedness
are reflected in the following kinds of comments typical of para-
noid patients (RWW): "I never had to worry what my father
was thinking; I always knew he and I thought the same exact
thing"; "There are different kinds of silences in this room; right
now I know that you are judging ,me"; "If I don't change the
wording of what you say, your ideas will be in my head and
you'll be able to control me"; "All I can think of is what I know
you want me to say."

The ability to rely on an experience of emotional connect-
edness to an object that does not depend on concrete experi-
ences such as thinking the same thoughts as another, on fanta-
sies of knowing what another is thinking or on the experience
of being thought about by or thinking about the object, reflects
a complex achievement in internalized object relations which is
not available to the paranoid. Paranoids lack the ability to main-
tain a loving attachment to the internal representation of an
object in the face of intense frustration or rage toward that
object-the ability known as objectconstancy(Arlowet al., 1968).
Lacking object constancy, the paranoid's ability to love is unsta-
ble; he attempts, therefore, to avoid feeling attached to objects,
imagining instead that he can maintain and control connections

with objects by thinking about them in magical, concrete ways.
Many paranoid persons are, in fact, so dependent on concrete
fantasies of connectedness to objects that any experience, how-
ever fleeting, in which they are not thinking about the object
or being thought about by the object in some magical connect-
ing way is experienced as identical with total emotional indiffer-
ence. In these paranoid persons, if self and object cease to think
about each other, the thought that connects them is severed.
Self and object are preserved, but the meaningful connection
between them is destroyed. Self and object "float through
space," as one patient dreamt, "like silent spaceships, gliding
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past each other in a calm, indifferent night." Many paranoids
so dread this possibility of utter indifference that they insist on
feeling connected to objects in concrete ways that severely limit
their freedom and, paradoxically, make attempts to connect
through feelings even more dangerous. Because of this last
paradox, which will be discussed further, it is vital to interpret
the paranoid's rigid reliance on magical connectedness to ob-
jects before the problems of love and hate can be managed.

Paranoid Character and the Problem of Object Constancy

In 1911, Freud explicated his theory of paranoia in his discus-
sion of the Schreber case. Freud understood Schreber's perse-
cutory delusions concerning God and his physician, Fleishig, as
a defense against the awareness of homosexual wishes. In his
argument, Freud cited Schreber's delusional conviction that he
was to be transformed into a woman to be sexually abused and
impregnated by God. Freud also observed that the relationship
between Schreber and God seemed to be modeled on that of a

.son and an ambivalently loved father. The persecutors of para-
noid delusions, Freud concluded, were formerly beloved. Al-
though Freud did not comment on this aspect, Schreber's de-
scription of his relationship to God is striking for its profound
intimacy and omnipresent quality. Schreber and God were in
contact by one means or another all the time.

Knight (1940) focused on the paranoid's primary struggle
with aggression. He understood the paranoid's intense wish to
be loved, expressed in the fantasy of homosexual surrender, as
the wish for reassurance that his aggression has not destroyed
the object and that the object does not wish to retaliate. The
homosexual wish is warded off because, "the least approach to
the object in a homosexual way arouses intense anxiety that
both the object and himself will be destroyed by hostility." The-
orizing within the confines of drive psychology, Knight con-
cluded that at the core of the paranoid's pathology were intensi-
fied anal-sadistic wishes and passive anal yearnings.

More recently, Blum (1980, 1981) has enriched the theory
of the paranoid dilemma. He has integrated observations re-
garding the separation-individuation process with ego psychol-
ogy and object relations. He accurately noted that the psychopa-
thology of the paranoid character cannot be explained solely as
the consequence of a struggle over libidinal or aggressive drive
derivatives. Rather, paranoid pathology is embedded in or-
ganizing fantasies which condense a number of ego distortions
with preoedipal and oedipal conflicts,. Blum noted that at the
core of paranoid pathology is the lack of object constancy. One
response to this inability to maintain object constancy with re-
gard to an object representation is to maintain constant contact
with the actual person. This paper is an elaboration of Blum's
views, with a focus on the fantasies of connectedness to the

constant object.
In a paper titled, "A Psychoanalytic Classification of Char-

acter Pathology," Kernberg (1970a) suggested that character
pathology may be divided into two groups based on overall
level of "defensive organization of the ego." At the lower level,
splitting is the primary defense mechanism and is thought to
reflect severe pathology of the internalized object relations in
which objectconstancyis unstable. According to Kernberg, this
lower level, or borderline personality organization, includes
many character types previously classified at the descriptive
level only, including narcissistic, antisocial, "impulse-ridden,"
"as-if," "inadequate," hypomanic, schizoid, and paranoid per-
sonalities.

In other work dating from the same period, Kernberg de-
scribes how character traits in the narcissistic personality reflect
the fantasy of a grandiose self in which the representations of
self, ideal self, and ideal object are fused. By maintaining this
fantasy of a grandiose self who does not need others, the narcis-
sist avoids the terrors of an inner world where object constancy

. cannot be maintained. According to Kernber-g, the pathological
grandiose self can be understood as a secondary structure



which serves to manage the underlying structural problem of
unstable object constancy.

Using a similar approach, we shall treat the fantasies of
magical connectedness central to paranoid character as second-
ary structures which serve, as does _the grandiose self of the
narcissist, to protect the paranoid from the anxieties of object
inconstancy. Clinically, these magical fantasies are reflected in
paranoid ideas and feelings of reference with regard to the
object world, accompanied by feelings of conviction about what
those objects are thinking. Paranoid fantasies of connectedness
represent partial "defensive refusions of self and object repre-
sentations," of the type described by Jacobson (1964); as they
are secondary defensive structures, they do not represent a
fixation at a "paranoid position" (Klein, 1946) or a primary
failure to differentiate between self and object. We should also
clarify that while we share Kernberg's views on the presence of
these defensive structures, we do not feel that understanding
the psychopathology along these lines commits us to a particu-
lar developmental schema or an emphasis on the early origins
of severe psychopathology. Moreover, this line of understand-
ing does not preclude an appreciation for the role other factors
may play in the development of paranoid character, such as
indentification with a disturbed parent. We use the term object
constancy to refer only to pathology in object relations in the
present and. not to any developmental stage. We do not see
either the experience of object inconstancy or the fantasies of
connectedness constructed to deal with it as the reexperience
of early childhood mental states.

This formulation of the paranoid character is remarkably
similar to Freud's (1911) formulation at the end of the Schreber

case. He suggests that paranoia involves a withdrawal of all
libidinal cathexis from a previously loved object onto the self
in a narcissistic retreat; delusional symptomatology is seen as a
secondary attempt to recover the object tie. In our formulation,
however, the object from whom the paranoid withdraws and to

~.

whom he then seeks to reconnect is not an object previously
loved, but one whom he is unable to love in a stable way.

Clinically, only when self reference and conviction about
the object are experienced benignly (i.e., unaccompanied by
feeling of persecution), as in the kind of quiet paranoid most
likely to be in analysis and exploratory psychotherapy, is the
analyst able to observe the patient's extensive use of these magi-
cal systems of connectedness in their pure form and with their
original purpose of maintaining a connection when loving at-
tachments are unstable. When these systems of connectedness

fail in this purpose, which they inevitably do at some point, they
become permeated with rage, intensified through the use of
splitting. At this point, persecutory paranoid ideation predomi-
nates. Then, these special pathways of connectedness become

pathways for attack. If the pathways of connectedness become
permeated with feeling, but the aggression is split off entirely,
the result may be euphoria or erotomania.

For example, a patient, Ms. A., described how persecutory
paranoid ideation could alternate with blissful euphoria, almost
erotomania, in the same session. Both states of mind made use
of the same fantasy of magical connectedness: the fantasy that
the analyst was in her head. Ms. A. was a fifty-two-year-old
single business executive who came to analysis bequse she had
never had a relationship with a man. Warm, friendly, and girl-
ish in appearance, she was popular and successful at work.
She maintained many long-standing friendships with women,

although she was known for having crying fits during which
she felt certain her friends did not like her. She felt "totally
awkward" with men, completely unable to "be myself." In analy-
sis, she quickly revealed that her predominant train of thought
concerned what others were thinking about her, with marked
ideas of reference. These thoughts had the quality of convic-
tion, not fantasy. She had similar preoccupying convictions
about the analyst in the transference.

In one session Ms. A. complained about being "forced" to
free-associate. "If I tell you everything I'm thinking, you will



analyst is thinking or what the analyst is trying to do. As in
identification, this demand to know what the analyst is thinking
or the conviction that one already does know, is motivated by
"knowledge" that the efforts to connect via loving attachments
will fail.

For the paranoid, knowing the object through the intellect
is always safer than attempting to know the object through
empathy. Jones (1913) described patients who are unable to
understand other people emotionally and who resort to
"'short-cuts' to the knowledge of other people's minds. . . .
Such persons are fascinated by such methods as the Binet-Si-
mon scale, the psychogalvanic phenomenology, word-associa-
tion reaction or graphology in a mechanical and literal manner
always hoping to find something that will give results." His is a
beautiful description of how paranoid persons gather knowl-
edge about those to whom they cannot connect emotionally.

Schreber himself, among his many complaints about his
beloved and hated God, included the fact that "God

was. . . quite incapable of dealing with living men, and was
only accustomed to communicate with corpses." According to
Schreber, God was completely "blinded by his ignorance of
human nature"; in fact, it was "as a result of God's misunder-

standing of living men [that] it was possible for Him Himself
to become the instigator of the plot against Schreber." There
may be a hint here of Schreber's awareness that if he and God
were unable to make contact at the "human," or emotional level,

they would have to devise other ways to connect (Freud, 1911,
p.25).

One can even observe how, through subtle use of enact-
ment, the paranoid is, in fact, able to control and thereby to
know what the analyst is thinking. This was evident in the analy-
sis of a gifted but quietly paranoid and secretive graduate stu-
dent, with a chief complaint of chronic depression and loneli-

ness, whose dream of spaceships was reported at the beginning
of this paper.
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Throughout much of her long, slow analysis, Ms. B. had
the excruciating habit of talking very slowly and haltingly, and
most aggravating to me, of almost never finishing her sen-
tences. I develop~d an intense and painful countertransference
feeling of being in mental chains. I was unable to associate to
what Ms. B. was saying as I spent so much time in the involun-
tary mental act of anticipating her next thought or finishing her
dangling sentences. My experience of enslavement was eased
somewhat when I realized that Ms. B. had, in fact, managed to
control the contents of my mind through the subtle maneuver
of the chronic unfinished sentence. She did know what I was

thinking, for we were thinking the same thoughts at the same
time. This satisfied her need to control me, as well as other
sadomasochistic wishes, but also her need to feel connected to

me in the face of extraordinary emotional distance.
Through projection of controlling wishes, paranoids such

as Ms. B. assume that the analyst, in turn, controls or attempts
to control the patient's thoughts, the analytic process, and the
ultimate result of the analysis through a program involving
subtle efforts to get the patient to feel certain things, or to
realize certain things about himself. For example, the paranoid
patient who is struggling with a frightening warded-off feeling
will often claim that the analyst wants him to "get angry" or
"feel sexually aroused."

~..: Intolerance of Indifference

In addition to fantasies of thinking the same thoughts and fan-
tasies of special knowledge of the other's thoughts, the paranoid
often relies simply on thinking about his object or being
thought about by the object, in order to insure feeling con-
nected. The experience of being thought about by the object
is most obvious in paranoid symptomatology. Indeed, when
confronted with intense paranoid self-referentiality, one is of-
ten tempted to insist, "You're simply not that important; not
everybody is thinking about you." It has been argued that ideas
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of reference are secondary to paranoid megalomania (Salzman,
1960); we suggest that self-reference, above all, reflects the

need to be thought about by the object and is part of the para-
noid's concrete fantasy system of connectedness. In the same
vein, the paranoid cognitive style, which features scanning the
environment for clues, is not simply the reflection of an innate
style of thinking (Shapiro, 1965) or of an early warning system
against attack.. It is also part of the way the paranoid uses his
mind to feel connected to objects by thinking about them all
the time.

As stated above, for many paranoid patients, thinking
about the object and being thought about by the object are
experiences that not only maintain a sense of connectedness to
the object, but are necessaryexperiences if the paranoid person
is to avoid feeling totally alienated from the object world. Dis-.
connected, withdrawn paranoid patients do not experience
ideas of reference or conviction, but instead experience the
opposite feelings of living in a frozen indifferent world peopled
by strangers about whom they "haven't a clue," as in the earlier
spaceship dream. Indeed, at one level, paranoid patients clearly
demonstrate the effect of splitting, not so much between love
and hate for the object, but between experiences of complete
indifference to and total connectedness to the object.

La Farge (in press) suggests that splitting in borderline
patients may occur not only between loving and hating attitudes
toward the object, but along other lines as well. She demon-
strates that a full description of different types of borderline
psychopathology should consider the precise lines along which
splitting occurs. She suggested that in psychopathic patients,
for example, splitting occurs between "a human experience
of anguish and betrayal, and an experience of self and object
stripped of meaning [and truth]. [The psychopath] can experi-
ence early deprivations only as meaningless losses or as evi-
dence of catastrophic and unremitting betrayal." La Farge's
formulations are relevant to the study of paranoid patients who .

can also be seen to split between experiences of meaningless
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alienation and experiences which are overly invested with
meaning. In paranoids, however, as opposed to psychopaths, it
is a feeling of connectedness that is lost, not truthfulness. In
paranoid patients, as we have tried to show, there is splitting
between the experience of total indifferent detachment and the
experience of total connectedness.

With regard to splitting, Freud (1915) remarked, "Loving
admits not merely of one, but of three opposites. In addition
to the antithesis 'loving-hating', th~re is the other one of 'loving-
being loved'; and, in addition to these, loving and hating taken
together are the opposite of the condition of unconcern or
indifference" (p. 133). In the developmental outline of object
relations offered in this paper, Freud suggests that the polarity
of "love-indifference" is the first to appear developmentally.
Paranoid characters, because they are unable to master the po-
larity of love-hate, cannot rely on feeling connected with objects.
As a result, however, the paranoid ends up having to stay con-
nected to objects in the magical and concrete ways we have
outlined, or risk feeling dangerously detached. The paranoid
person is so afraid of total indifference between self and object
that he does not allow himself any experience of indifference
at all toward his object. A quotient of indifference, by which we
mean emotional and cognitive detachment in the service of
autonomy and separateness, is a crucial component of stable
object relations. For the paranoid, this quotient of indifference
is intolerable.

What does the intolerance of indifference look like clini-

cally? The paranoid's need to have his object thinking about
him all the time is easy to observe. The wish to be thought
about, especially at times of separation, is universal. Several
years ago, a female psychotherapy patient (RWW), a nonpara-
noid college student, left her treatment for a few weeks to
return home for the holidays. "I will miss you so much," she
said wistfully. "I know I'll be lonely. I wish the FAA would track
me during my vacation. Then at least someone would know
where I am all the time." The similarity between this patient's
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charming fantasy of being tracked by radar, and common per-
secutory delusions was striking. In contrast to the persecuted
paranoid, however, this patient's fantasy was benign and plea-
surable. It was also unaccompanied by a sense of conviction.
The patient was fully able to recognize her thoughts as wishful
fantasy.

A paranoid contrast was provided by a patient who specu-
lated, as patients often do, about the meaning of my taking a
vacation in August. "I know that analytic institutes instruct you
to take vacation in August," she said calmly. "It can't be a coinci-
dence that all analysts go away at the same time. I understand
that this is planned for the benefit of analytic patients so that
they will learn to tolerate separations." This benign conspiracy
theory and its common variants illustrate several aspects of
magical connectedness. First of all, the separation is denied
through the fantasy that the analyst's leaving is primarily moti-
vated by her concern for her patient's developmental needs. In
that sense, while superficially the analyst is off enjoying her
own life, in a deeper sense, she is actually thinking mainly about
her patient and is thereby connected to her. Second, the patient
is not alone in her plight but is connected by sameness to all
other analytic patients who are being similarly thought about
by their analysts during August, and by the analytic establish-
ment as a whole. While this fantasy was benign, the conspiracy
being concocted for the patient's benefit, it was experienced
with a strong sense of conviction. The patient did not recognize
her thought as a wishful fantasy, but as a piece of inside
knowledge.

A third patient, the same Ms. A. whose fantasy of my being
inside her head was described, reported another fantasy that
involved my thinking about her. This fantasy was also experi-
enced at the moment of separation. It was accompanied both
by full conviction of fact as well as by hostile, persecutory ide-
ation. "I can tell how you feel about me when I leave the ses-
sion," she told me one day, "because when you are angry with .

me, you slam the door. You slammed the door yesterday." I

knew this patient to be sensitive to door closings because her
last memory of her father when she was thirteen years old was
of his closing the door as he left home, to die of a sudden
myocardial inf~rction later that day. Reasonably certain that I
did not vary significantly in my closing of the door from day to
day, I raised this issue with Ms. A., and wondered aloud
whether she might be aware of feelings or anxieties about the
separation at the end of each session that might contribute to
her feelings about my behavior. While she fleetingly acknowl-
edged wondering whether I didn't enjoy getting rid of her so
I could "think of something else," she became angry with my
questioning her conviction, and my refusal to examine my own
behavior. The following day, she was indignant and enraged.
"I know you were very angry yesterday," she said, "because you
really slammed the door. You were furious that I questioned
your behavior." A difficult period ensued during which Ms. A.
and I spent several weeks exploring her convictions about my
door-closing behavior in the context of her feelings about sepa-
ration and her feeling that I abandoned her at the end of each
session, not only by sending her out, but by turning my atten-
tion elsewhere. In addition to what I was able to learn from Ms.

A. directly, I was able to observe in myself a powerful, and I
think almost unavoidable, countertransference response. I
found that as each session ended and I went to close the door,

I was so sensitized by Mrs. A.'s volatile hypervigilance, that I
was unable not to think about Ms. A. and about how my door-
closing might affect her, often for some time after she had left
the office. I realized that Ms. A. had succeeded in partially
controlling my experience at the moment of our separation,
controlling it in such a way that I was, indeed, almost always
thinking about her intensely both during and after the sepa-
ration.

What about the necessity for the paranoid character to be,
at all times, thinking about his object? This necessity, reflecting
the intolerance indifference, is fundamental to paranoid psy-
chopathology. It is more difficult to observe than is the need to
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be thought about, because it is often projected, appearing in
fantasies of being pursued or spied on.

What does this phenomenon look like? A rereading of
Freud's (1911) analysis of the Schreber case reveals that
Schreber's delusions reflected not only clear homosexual wishes
toward the father-God, but also obvious fantasies of magical
connectedness to God. Schreber expressed many fantasies of
being reunited with or fused with God, as well as fantasies
of being in direct contact with God through various magical
pathways involving "rays" and "nerves." In Schreber's fantasy,
God was unable to think of anything but him, due to the fact
that "nerves of living men [such as Schreber] may exert such
powerful attraction upon the nerves of God that His own exis-
tence is threatened." It is also obvious that Schreber found any
evidence of God's indifference to him unbearable, referring as
he did to a "glaciation due to the withdrawal of the sun." A
careful reading, however, reveals a hint of Schreber's feeling
that he, too, must think constantly about God, or the connection
between them would be broken. Freud describes the experience
of "enforced thinking to which [Schreber] submitted himself
because he supposed that God would believe he had become
an idiot and would withdraw from him if he ceased thinking
for a moment." Freud attributed this "enforced thinking" to
Schreber's fear of losing his reason, which like his other hypo-
chondriacal concerns, was related to the dangers of masturba-
tion. However, one might see in Schreber's description of "en-
forced thinking" evidence of the intolerance of indifference
that paranoids experience with regard to the object, if their
connection is to be maintained. This same phenomenon was
explored in the analysis of Ms. C., who was able to describe
in extraordinary detail her feeling that she must think about
important people in her life lest her connection to them be lost.

The analysis of Ms. C.

When Ms. C. entered analysis, she was twenty-four years old,
unemployed, and living alone. A graduate of a prestigious col-
lege, Ms. C. was the second of three children from an upper
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class New England "WASP" family. Foremost on her mind was
a secret eating problem described as binging followed by vom-
iting two times a month for several years.

Ms. C. also complained of confusion about career goals,
fearing that any' career choice would "swallow her up." She had
worked briefly as a hospital aide, but had hated the job because
she was unable to say no to her bosses, and found herself think-
ing about her job all the time. Afraid to quit, she left her job
after lying to her boss that she w~s going to graduate school.
She was tormented by the conviction that her lie had been
uncovered and that she had been blacklisted. Although Ms. C.
was an inventor with several inventions to her name, she feared

trying to market any of these lest her ideas be stolen.
Ms. C..suffered from social isolation which was largely self-

imposed. Although lonely, she did not want a roommate, hav-
ing felt that her college roommate watched her all the time,
especially when she was eating. While superficially she was pop-
ular and well-liked, she avoided anything but casual contact
with friends, feeling self-conscious and deferential in social situ-
ations. She was unable to eat in front of others, feeling certain
that they monitored her intake and were contemptuous of her
lack of control. At other times, she feared that friends would

steal her tricks for successful dieting. She often broke off a
relationship if a friend expressed ideas different from her own,
in order to avoid feeling forced to "swallow" their opinions. Ms.
C. found solace and strength in competitive sports, at which
she excelled.

Ms. C. had had few and only brief romantic attachments
with "boys" and dreaded trying to talk to them. In conversation,
she exerted herself to be "bland and agreeable" so as not to
cause any "rift." Despite her lack of involvem.ent with men, Ms.
C. was preoccupied with a fantasy in which she was married to
an athletic WASP with money, name, and position who she said,
"would be as much like myself as possible."

Ms. C. described her mother as an insecure, controlling
woman determined for her daughters to succeed as debutantes,
but totally unable to function as a mother of three. Ms. C.
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described her home as dirty and messy, full of unwashed chil-
dren with unplanned lives who were served meals at odd times.
Ms. C.'s mother complained constantly that her children made
life impossible with their incessant demands. She punished
them by locking the refrigerator and the linen closet. She also
set a timer during meals and threatened to serve uneaten food
for breakfast. Enraged if the children ate food without telling
her, Ms. C.'s mother would often go through the garbage to
find out what they had been eating.

Ms. C. described her physician father as laconic, with a
tendency to withdraw from problems. She experienced him as
alternately needy, lonely, and competitive. Ms. C. loved her
father and enjoyed going to the ballet and to sporting events
with him.

In spite of clear paranoid concerns in her relationships
with others, in sessions Ms. C. was earnest, eager to work, and
open about her feelings. She was relieved and grateful to have
someone to talk to about loneliness, jealousy, fear and curiosity.
Anger was difficult for her to recognize, particularly toward
her parents, and above all, toward me. Initially she found great
support in a transference which she experienced as an idealized
twinship. She expressed relief that I was not "] ewish like most
analysts-they are just too different." She was also pleased that
in the analytic situation, I was unlikely to try to tell her what to
do. Very quickly, she made a few friends, felt more in control
of her eating, and got a job.

Ms. C.'s self-confidence improved as she began to differen-
tiate her self-image from the image of her dysfunctional
mother. At the same time, this differentiation led to loneliness

as her ambivalence about autonomy and separateness became
a major theme in the treatment. Ms. C. spent a great deal of
time in her parents' home, preoccupied herself with her par-
ents' problems, and devoted herself to her little sister who she
felt was neglected. We explored her tendency to move home
after any deepening involvement in her own life. She was afraid
to develop interests different from those of her parents lest she

feel estranged, and she needed to tell her parents everything.
It became clear that, since childhood, she had limited her be-

havior to exclude everything she could not tell her parents.
Connected to her parents by preoccupying feelings of guilt

and worry, Ms. 'c. also maintained her connection to her par-
ents by thinking about them all the time. She was preoccupied
with whether they thought about her. Often, Ms. C. felt her
parents had forgotten her; at other times, she felt they were
spying on her. In her sessions, sh~ became anxious when not
thinking about her parents. She was surprised when they told
her not to worry about them so much.

Indeed, Ms. C.'s concerns about who was thinking about

whom pervaded all important relationships. While avoiding
emotional contact with friends, she kept in contact with them

by thinking about them. However, she kept potential friends at
bay to avoid feeling trapped into thinking about them all the
time. While angry that friends never thought about her, she
left her mail unanswered in defiance of having to think abou t
friends. She felt she had always to choose between feeling

"spaced out" and alone or trapped and controlled. She was
grateful to her cat who did not mind if she was indifferent.
Ms. C. feared entrapment not only by people, but also by any

potential interest, the most obvious of which was food. "If I
think about food at all, I'll think about it all the time," she said.
Nevertheless, when her ambivalence about involvement with

others became too exhausting, Ms. C. would retreat to her

apartment to binge, enjoying an intense feeling of mastery in
which she could take in as much as she wanted and yet still

control the impact of the meal by vomiting afterward.
Ms. C. projected her most primitive feelings onto her Jew-

ish friends, who fascinated and repelled her. She saw Jews as

people preoccupied with food, impulse-ridden, noisy, aggres-
sive. Although she enjoyed her sessions and was openly
attached to me, her paranoid transference was projected onto
a roommate with whom she shared an apartment briefly. Ms.
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C. moved out suddenly, feeling that her roommate was intru-
sive and was cheating her financially.

Ms. C.'s happy, untroubled attachment to me was dis-
rupted suddenly when she told me she had broken off a friend-
ship with a]ewish friend who commented that he could tell she
had had garlic for dinner. She found this comment tasteless
and intrusive. I suggested to Ms. C. that the intrusive, tasteless
Jew of whom she was thinking might also be me, as in a previous
session I had comme~ted on her choice of the words, "making
a stink," when describing the expression of anger. Usually
agreeable to transference comments, Ms. C. was aghast. "I was
not even thinking about you," she said. She became panicky and
agitated; she had not been thinking of me when she thought
she should have been. She reported feeling "spaced out," "in
another world." From this point on, the question of how often
Ms. C. thought of me became a constant theme in her analysis.
She was more conscious of keeping secrets from me, convinced
that I watched her for signs of secret-keeping, and certain that
I could tell when she was withholding. In one extraordinary
Monday session, Ms. C. confessed to me that she had lied to

me the previous Friday about canceling a session on Tuesday
so that she could get a driver's license. In fact, she did not plan
to take the test on Tuesday, but was afraid to tell me that she
was still driving without a license. Ms. C. had left the session on

Friday convinced that I could tell she was lying, and had been
certain all weekend that I was furious at her. In this session,
she was stricken with the realization that I had not known she

was lying. "I realize you cannot read my mind," she said
through tears. "It makes me feel spaced out, like I'm float-
ing-disconnected." We explored her need to have her mind
read, and the symbolism of driving without a license. She was
able to limit her sense of disconnection through her anxious
preoccupation that the police were following her or trying to
find her. Driving without a license served the same purpose as
had lying to her bosses when she left her first job; it kept the

".

authorities thinking about her. By the same token, she never
ceased to think about the police while driving.

Sometime later, Ms. C. prepared to go with her family on
a week's vacatiOI?-in the Caribbean, the first separation in which
she was to abandon me. She had an uncharacteristic rage attack
at her father because she had thoughtfully decided to pick him
up at work and had ended up waiting for several hours, because
he had gone home alone, thinking she was "off doing her own
thing." "How would he assume that?" she raged, "when I'm
never not thinking about him?" We were able to relate her
rage attack to her fear that, as she was looking forward to her
vacation, she might be tempted not to think of me, and her
fear of my fury at this attack on our connection. We discussed
how, for her, thinking about and caring about someone were
synonymous.

Following the vacation, the analysis went through a difficult
period. While on vacation, Ms. C. had fallen in love with a
blond, athletic tennis player with whom she had flirted briefly.
She wanted to leave New York, where she felt "spaced out"
and unconnected, and make herself part of this man's life. She
became suspicious of me, convinced that I was trying to trap
her in the analysis, probably because I wanted her money. She
became secretive in sessions, her binging and vomiting became
more intense, and she was convinced that I scanned her face
for evidence of this behavior. I interpreted to Ms. C. that I was
represented in both the blond tennis player with whom she
wanted to merge (she had spoken before of wanting to live with
me) and in the intrusive analyst who wanted to control and
exploit her. Following this interpretation, she dreamt of re-
turning home to find her cat almost dead, because she "had not
thought about it all week." I suggested that the cat represented
her connection to me which she had jeopardized by not think-
ing about me while she was away. I reminded her that we had
talked of the equation she made between "thinking about" and
"caring about" prior to her leaving. Ms. C. was amazed that I
could even recall a session prior to her vacation, as if to confirm
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my suggestian that she feared aur connectian had been all but
destrayed by her indifference.

In her panic abaut the destructian af aur cannectian
thraugh her carelessness, Ms. C. had attempted to. repair the
break with fantasies af merger with me as the tennis player,
which had in turn led to.paranaid fantasies af explaitatian and
cantral. Cantinued wark an Ms. C.'s intense ambivalence aver

autanamy and separateness, and an the equatian she made
between thinking abaut me and meaningful cannectian to. me,
led to. cansiderable impravement in several areas. Gradually,
she reparted feeling bath mare detached, and as a result, mare
able to.engage with athers. She reparted feeling bath less preac-
cupied with thaughts abaut athers and less "spaced aut." As
she gained increased freedam af thaught, previausly farfeited
in the service af cannectian, she felt less need to. be alane to.

avaid being "cansumed." She reparted that she was able to.
enjay caaking withaut becaming preaccupied with faad. Far
the first time in her life, she did nat knaw what faad items were

in her cupbaards because she had nat thaught abaut it. She
was amazed by her lack af vigilance in this area. Other paranaid
cancerns abaut being rabbed ar farce-fed also.became less pra-
naunced. '

It is impartant to.distinguish the kind af drastic separatian
prablems experienced by Ms. C. fram separatian prablems
ubiquitaus in ather kinds af analytic patients. Fears af nat
thinking enaugh abaut impartantabjects are camman, accom-
panied by a range af feared cansequences in patients who. may
use language similar to.that af Ms. C., but who. have very differ-
ent psychapathalagy. It is camman, far example, far masachis-
tic patients to. fear that if they do. nat think enaugh abaut an
impartant abject, the abject will disappear ar abandan them.
Phabic and absessianal patients aften fear that harm will came
to. the abject if enaugh attentian is nat paid. Neuratic patients
af all types fear that to.divert attentian away fram an impartant
abject is to. risk getting invalved in dangerausaedipal tempta-
tians. In these last cases, thinking abaut the abject serves the

same functian as wauld a "wet blanket." Many patients experi-
ence all af these fears, as did Ms. C., in additian to. her fear

that the sense af meaningful cannectian cauld be destrayed.
The bland tennis player, after all, clearly represented an aedi-
pal temptatian.

In the case af Ms. C., as with all barderline patients, it was
necessary to. interpret derivatives af and defenses against aral
aggressian and envy so. that abject canstancy could be estab-
lished and intimate relatianships tqlerated. Nevertheless, with
this patient as with all paranaid patients, it was also. necessary
to. interpret splitting between Ms. C.'s feeling she was either
completely cannected to. impartant athers (as she put it,
trapped and cansumed) ar tatally "spaced aut" and discan-
nected.

Magical and cancrete fantasies af cannectedness that in-
valve the sacrifice af self-abject baundaries must always be in-
terpreted befare ar alang with aggressian because, althaugh
these fantasies are designed to. avaid the prablem af abject
incanstancy, they actually make abject canstancy more difficult
to. maintain. This is because these cannecting fantasies invalve
a sacrifice af self-abject baundaries which leaves the paranoid
feeling vulnerable to. invasian and cantral. This was the case
far Ms. A. who. felt invaded in the cantext af her fantasy that
I cauld get inside her head. As a pratectian against invasian
in the face af this dangeraus imaginary permeability, many
paranaid persans wear a suit af armar built aut af anger and
derivatives af anger (including prickliness, irritability, and aut-
right hastility). One patient came to.sessians in what she and I
came to.call her parcupine suit. Like a parcupine, she ware this
castume af sharp barbs and prickly irritability to. avaid being
eaten, ar cansumed by pasitive feelings in the transference.
This secandary defensive use af anger, which accaunts far
much af the manifest anger af the paranaid persan, is the direct
result af having sacrificed self-abject baundaries; it aggravates
the underlying prablem af abject incanstancy as daes any in-
crease in anger taward the abject. In this way, a viciaus cycle is
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set up whereby the problem of object inconstancy is handled
by establishing systems of connectedness which sacrifice self-
object boundaries; rage is then used defensively to protect the
boundaries of the self, and the resulting increase in rage aggra-
vates the problem of object inconstancy.

Fantasies of magical connectedness involving the sacrifice
of self and object boundaries are often expressed in the lan-
guage of body experiences such as "invasion," "penetration,"
being "emptied out," or being "swallowed up." Althougl1 this
prominent use of body symbolism invites interpretation oflibid-
inal and aggressive drive derivatives, this paper emphasizes that
such fantasies also represent disturbed attempts at attachment
which must be interpreted first. If paranoid fantasies of con-
nectedness are attacked suddenly, for example, if the analyst
challenges the paranoid sense of conviction without taking its
purpose into account, the patient will become suspicious and
angry. However, if the need to feel magically connected, the
corresponding fear of utter indifference, and the high price
paid for this split are interpreted over time, particularly during
periods of relative calm, the possibility of establishing object
constancy is greatly increased. As in the case of Ms. C., when
the freedom that accompanies a quotient of indifference was
restored, the affective components of object relations became
easier to manage. When self-object boundaries have been sacri-
ficed, even in the service of a desired connectedness, anger
becomes terrifying, and love feels like a coercive trap. Only the
freedom of separateness, reflected in the possibility of a bit of
indifference, makes real love possible.
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